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Dear VaultKi Community,

I am writing to you not just as the CEO and founder of VaultKi, but as someone who has
experienced firsthand the challenges and uncertainties of the financial world. Our journey
at VauttKi is a testament to resilience, innovation, and an unwavering commitment to
empowering you - our valued customers - with the most secure self-custody technology
for your crypto assets.

Our roots run deep into the heart of Lebanon, a country that has been facing daunting
economic and banking crises since 2019. lt was during these turbulent times that the
concept of VaultKi was born. Witnessing our families and friends grappling with
inaccessible savings and financial instability, we were compelled to seek a solution
beyond the conventional financial systems.

Understanding the revolutionary nature of blockchain technology, especially Bitcoin, we
recognized its immense potential along with the critical need for secure asset
management. This realization sparked the inception of VaultKi. Our vision was clear * to
provide a robust, physicalseed phrase self-custody storage solution that stands resilient
against electronic vulnerabilities.

Crafted with the utmost care from high-grade stainless steel, our product is a perfect
btend of strength and elegance. lt is designed to ensure that the control over your crypto-
wallets remains firmly in your hands. However, VaultKi is more than just a product. lt is a
symbol of awareness and advocacy for the crucial role of self-custody in the ever-
evolving digital asset landscape.

At VaultKi, our mission extends beyond offering a product. We aim to empower you to
take complete ownership and control of your assets in a secure manner. Lebanon's
financial struggles are not just a story from the past; they are a constant reminder and a
driving force behind our dedication to minimizing third-party risks and enhancing
personal asset security.

We stand committed to ensuring that the financialturmoilwe witnessed becomes a story
of the past for everyone, VaultKi is more than a brand; it is a movement towards a future
where each individual has the power to protect and manage their digital wealth safely.

Thank you for joining us on this journey towards a more secure and empowered future

Sincerely,

Georges Haddad
CEO and Founder, VaultKi
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